
5 Event Enhancements to 
WOW Your Guests

Creative décor and delicious cuisine are all you need to watch a spectacular, memorable event
come to life. With wedding season and summertime approaching, you will want to make sure
that your event will be raved about for the rest of the year, and foodwerx is here to help make
that happen.

This past April, foodwerx had the privilege of catering one of our biggest events in 25 YEARS!

Aside from the incredible entertainment, poker room, and custom dance floor, there are five

unique event enhancements that we consider the “must-haves” to create an extraordinary,

unforgettable experience for you and your guests.
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5. Signature Drinks
Signature drinks are a fun way to add a little extra “you” into your

event. From a Mint-To-Be Mojito to an Old-Fashion with a twist,

your guests are sure to enjoy your favorite, go-to drink as a way

of celebrating you!

4. Sushi & Oyster Bars
Elevate any party with this special take on a seafood station!

 
Offer your guests an amazing spread of fresh, assorted sushi rolls

or present different types of oysters in a boat, shucked to order

and “SEA” your guests indulge in a special, nautical experience!

3. Hanging Charcuterie
Charcuterie boards have been all the rave the last few years, and

foodwerx wanted to take this simple appetizer to the next level.

Individual charcuterie skewers hung from a custom-made rack are

certain to grab your guests’ attention and have them sing praises

of this party classic turned into a visual work of art.



2. Champagne Girl
Come on, need we say more?

1. Umbrella-Butlered Desserts
Caution: Wide-eyes and smiles are a direct result 

of this foodwerx specialty! 

With our custom, LED umbrellas, our staff will

serve your friends and family an interactive

dessert experience they won’t forget! They’ll

be “hooked”!

If you want an event that's talked about all year, these five unique enhancements are sure to

get the job done. Whether it's one enhancement or all five, foodwerx will make sure to create

an extraordinary experience for you and your guests, leaving everyone smiling and having an

incredible time!


